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ABSTRACT 
Meaningful building energy performance (BEP) 
simulation requires the use of a large amount of data. 
Some of those data are readily available from reliable 
sources. Other data must be transformed from their 
original content, form and/or format.  If not available 
at all, data are improvised.   
This paper discusses the possible impact of input data 
quality and availability on the results of simulation. It 
illustrates possible modeling scenarios when critical 
data are missing, and describes potential significance 
of arbitrary input data use on simulation results. The 
paper concludes with a discussion of the meaning of 
BEP prediction in early design.   

INTRODUCTION 
As the Architecture/Engineering/Construction/Owner  
/Operator (AECOO) industry is becoming 
increasingly concerned with the energy performance 
of buildings, it is realizing that the most important 
design decisions that determine the energy 
performance of the building are made early in the 
building design process. Consequently, almost 
everyone involved in the building design or in some 
manner related to it, from architects to owners to 
political figures, is asking for predictions of the future 
building’s energy performance while the building is 
still in early design. 
It appears not to matter that such early predictions 
have proven to be misleading, sometimes 
dramatically so. Some architectural and HVAC 
designers and organizations have even won 
prestigious awards for building energy efficiency 
based on such predictions, only to later find out (after 
the building started operating) that the measured 
energy consumption was much different from the 
prediction. An article in New York Times revealed 
several such cases (NYT 2009), one of which was 
documented earlier elsewhere by measurements of 
performance and scientific analysis (Scofield 2002). 
The main purpose of simulation in building design is 
to quantitatively justify design decisions. This applies 
equally to early and final design, as well as to new 
building design and retrofit. Any successful 
simulation requires all of the following: (1) valid 
data, (2) simulation software capable of using the data 
to properly evaluate the given design decision, and 

(3) analysis of simulation results that focuses on that 
design decision (Figure 1). If even some of the data 
are not valid, the results of simulation can be 
questioned. If the simulation software cannot properly 
evaluate the given design decision, the results of 
simulation are useless.  And if the results of 
simulation are questionable or useless, the given 
design decision may not be justified. 
Meaningful simulation of building energy 
performance (BEP) requires the use of contemporary 
sophisticated simulation software and large amounts 
of data. Required data describe the geometry of the 
building in the simulation, HVAC equipment and 
systems, lighting and electrical systems and their 
schedules of use, building occupancy and use 
schedules, weather conditions for the simulation, and 
more.  
Many design decisions critical to the energy 
performance of a building are made in design 
development or even later, and data defining such 
decisions are not known in schematic design – clearly 
not with any certainty. Examples include decisions 
about glass types, interior window shading, electrical 
lighting, daylighting controls, HVAC equipment, etc. 
Since one cannot reliably model something that has 
not been designed yet, a modeler must often 
improvise when modeling a schematic building 
design: guess or make up missing data.  Common 
logic states that if some of the data in the calculation 
are arbitrary, so is the result of the calculation. 
Issues about the validity of BEP simulation and its 
results have been discussed before.  Different authors 
have discussed the difference between reality and 
building performance simulated with BEP tools 
(Donn 2004), quality assurance in the use of 
simulation (Donn 2001), and the importance of proper 
modeler training (Hand 1993). Others have proposed 
a generalized input data format for BEP simulation 
(Crawley et al. 1999, Hand et al. 2005). This paper 
discusses some of these issues from simple logic and 
information science points of view.  
Modelers account for unavailable original (or any) 
data in different ways, depending on their knowledge 
and experience. (“Original data” mean data defined by 
a source legally and/or contractually responsible for 
them.) Modeling scenarios describe ways one models 
particular building or design elements and features for 
which data are not available. 
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Figure 1 – Elements of building energy performance (BEP) simulation 

 
Some of the possible modeling scenarios in early 
design are illustrated below with an example of a 
building design at the end of schematics. All 
simulation in the illustration is performed with 
EnergyPlus. This report focuses on the role of data in 
BEP simulation used in early design; analyses of 
simulation tools and simulation results will be the 
subject of a future report. To properly understand the 
implications of simulation reported and discussed 
here, the reader needs to be familiar with 
assumptions, simplifications and limitations of 
EnergyPlus. These are documented in the Engineering 
Reference and the Input Output Reference, found in 
the documentation section of the EnergyPlus 
electronic distribution (DOE 2010a). 

MODELING SCENARIOS 
The building which is the subject of the illustration is 
a small one-story commercial bank office in San 
Diego, CA at the end of the schematic phase of design 
(Figure 2). It has three conditioned spaces (banking 
floor, vault and bathrooms) and a plenum that extends 
over the entire floor. The lobby and the janitorial and 
storage closets are not conditioned. 
The building has 807 m2 of usable are, 327 m2 of 
which are conditioned. Its construction is concrete, 
and its exterior surfaces are well insulated. Glass type 

specifications originate from glazing manufacturers’ 
data. All data that are not varied in a particular 
modeling scenario are the same across all scenarios. 
Exterior electrical lighting is not considered. The 
same HVAC system sizing data are used in all 
scenarios, as is the weather file. All schedules and 
settings of the same type are the same in all scenarios. 
All modeling scenarios and the resulting models, were 
developed by an experienced modeler with skills and 
simulation knowledge that would qualify the modeler 
as an “expert” in the field. The modeler defined 
scenarios to model window shading, more efficient 
lighting, daylighting (two cases), and a different fan 
type, using knowledge- and experience-based 
judgement to define the missing original data. 
Building geometry for models in all scenarios, except 
in the OpenStudio scenario, was defined semi-
automatically from its original source: architects’ 
CAD drawings of the building. This involved the 
creation of an IFC-based (bSI 2007) building 
information model (BIM) and geometry data 
transformation with the Geometry Simplification Tool 
(GST) (Bazjanac 2010). The latter is needed to 
convert rich CAD geometry into the simpler geometry 
format of EnergyPlus (DOE 2010a). An image of the 
resulting building geometry as imported into 
EnergyPlus is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 2 – Small bank building: floor plan (left) and view from north-west (right)
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Figure 3 – Building geometry of the small bank in EnergyPlus; columns in exterior walls are redefined by GST 
as narrow walls with thermal properties of the original columns 

 
The building is served by a district heating and 
cooling plant. The HVAC system in the model is 
single duct VAV with reheat, as originally designed. 

Base case 
Base case scenario and model faithfully represent the 
original architectural and HVAC schematic design 
for the building. Data transformation with GST, 
necessary to convert original data into format 
importable by EnergyPlus resulted in automatic 
column redefinitions as walls with thermal properties 
of the columns defined by the architects (EnergyPlus 
internal data model does not include column objects). 

Additional shading 
Original design for the building provides only fixed 
exterior shading in the form of overhangs from the 
plenum: The plenum extends 2 m outward over the 
south-facing windows of the banking floor space and 
the east entry to the bank, and projects 4 m outward 
over the entry to the lobby. The additional shading 
scenario models interior venetian blinds for south-
facing windows on the banking floor that are 
automatically activated to block solar radiation when 
it exceeds 600 W/m2. No other glass in the building is 
shaded internally with blinds. 

More efficient lighting 
Lighting efficiency in the base case varies according 
to the individual space’s use type. It is set to 16 W/m2 
for the banking floor, 12 W/m2 in the vault and 6 
W/m2 in bathrooms. The modeler reduced these 
figures in each case arbitrarily by 25% to make 
interior lighting in the building more efficient. Again, 
the modeler once more used own judgment in 
defining the data that are not included in the original 
building documentation. 

Daylighting 
The base case modeling scenario does not include 
daylighting simulation. Daylighting scenario defines 
two daylighting design alternatives: (A) the entire 

banking floor space controlled by a single light 
sensor, and (B) banking floor space that is divided 
into customer service and staff operation areas (Figure 
4), each controlled by its own sensor. 
 

 
Figure 4 – Daylighting alternatives A (left) and B 

(right) 
 
Original design documentation does not address 
daylighting in the building. Once again, the modeler 
used own (arbitrary) judgment in separating customer 
service from staff operation area in case B, and in 
locating light sensors. Light sensors are set at 500 lux 
in case A and in the staff operation area of case B, and 
at 350 lux in the customer service area (case B). 

Constant volume fan 
Original HVAC design documentation specifies only 
a variable volume fan. This is reflected in the base 
case modeling scenario. To investigate the effect of 
fan type on the performance of the HVAC system in 
this building the modeler, again arbitrarily, changed 
the fan type to constant volume. All other HVAC 
equipment and system definitions are the same as in 
the base case scenario. 

OpenStudio model 
In this modeling scenario building geometry was 
developed with OpenStudio plug-in for SketchUp 
available at the time of this writing (2010b). This 
software requires manual redrawing of thermal zone 
geometry. Manual geometry redrawing with 
OpenStudio results in the definition of building 
geometry directly importable by EnergyPlus. Figure 5 
shows small bank building geometry created this way. 
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Figure 5 – Building geometry of the small bank regenerated with OpenStudio as it appears in EnergyPlus 

 
On the first glance building geometry generated with 
OpenStudio may appear identical to the original 
geometry shown in Figure 3. But it is not: It does not 
show columns on the north and south façades. 
Windows in each façade are separated by columns in 
the original geometry, but are all embedded in the 
same façade wall in geometry generated with 
OpenStudio; surface areas between windows are 
defined in the OpenStudio model as the same wall 
which contains the windows. Other than that, the 

model resulting from this modeling scenario is 
identical to the base case model. 

DISCUSSION 
Table 1 summarizes results of simulation for each 
modeling scenario described above. All reported 
figures represent site energy in GJ. While differences 
in overall energy consumption among simulated 
results are mostly small, they are not so small in the 
comparison of individual component or feature 
performance.  

 
Table 1 – Summary of simulation results from models that represent modeling scenarios (in GJ) 

District Electricity  
Scenario 

Energy consumption   
Simulation model 

Site energy 
TOTAL Heating Cooling 

District 
TOTAL Lighting Plug loads Fans Pumps 

Electricity 
TOTAL 

1 IFC BIM - base case 175.03 0.05 49.35 49.40 52.17 60.51 7.45 5.50 125.63 
2 IFC BIM – with additional window shading 175.04 0.07 49.35 49.42 52.17 60.51 7.44 5.50 125.62 
3 IFC BIM – with more efficient lighting 158.47 0.05 48.15 48.20 36.96 60.51 7.35 5.45 110.27 
4 IFC BIM - with daylighting (1 reference point) 140.06 0.13 45.99 46.12 20.99 60.51 7.08 5.36 93.94 
5 IFC BIM - with daylighting (2 reference points) 139.69 0.14 45.98 46.12 20.62 60.51 7.08 5.36 93.57 
6 IFC BIM – with constant volume fan 173.85 0.05 49.37 49.42 52.17 60.51 6.25 5.50 124.43 
7 Modeled created with OpenStudio 150.25 0.07 34.38 34.45 50.34 56.30 5.19 3.97 115.80 

 
Since the results from simulation  are based on at 
least partially arbitrary data defined in modeling 
scenarios, the results themselves are arbitrary for the 
most part.  Actual differences in results are not the 
point of the multiple modeling scenario illustration. 
The point is that there are differences, and that 
differences are inevitable when simulation uses data 
some of which are arbitrary. 
This argument is best supported by the comparison of 
simulation resuts of the OpenStudio and base case 
models. The difference in simulation results from the 
two models result from the fact that the building 
geometry in the two models is different, even though 
the geometry created by OpenStudio is redrawn from 
the same architectural drawings from which the base 
case geometry was generated semi-automatically. 
Some will argue that the two building geometry 
models are the same, and that the “difference is 
insignifficant.” The facts are that the OpenStudio 
model’s geometry is not the original geometry, and 

that the two geometry models define two different 
buildings. By not faithfully reproducing the original 
building geometry, geometry created with OpenStudio 
must be judged to be arbitrary, even if is created with 
software that was designed to perform that way. 
 
Table 2 – Differences between the base case and the 

OpenStudio models 
 Base case OpenStudio 

Total building area (m2) 807.18 810.29 

Net conditioned area (m2) 326.61 326.61 

Total site energy (GJ) 175.03 150.25 

Number of surfaces in the model 51 32 

 
Table 2 provides indisputable evidence for that. The 
left side of the table shows data from simulation 
results for the base case, the right side for the 
OpenStudio model. The total building area is a bit 
larger in the OpenStudio model, as the OpenStudio 
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model does not account for the columns and their 
footprint. Total site energy consumption is 14% 
smaller for the OpenStudio model than that for the 
base case. But the OpenStudio model contains 33% 
fewer surfaces than the base case model. 
Analysis of other results shows expected trends. 
Additional shading has little effect and only 
marginally increases the demand for district heating, 
as the south-, east- and west-facing glazing is well 
shaded by overhangs already provided in the original 
building design. 
As expected, the 25% reduction of electrical lighting 
wattage in the building correspondingly reduces the 
overall electrical lighting load. Results of both 
daylighting simulations show that the use of light 
sensors and daylight-sensitive electrical lighting saves 
substantial amounts of energy; that too is expected. 
The decrease in electrical consumption from constant 
volume fans is expected when one recognizes that, 
while both variable and constant volume fans are 

sized for the same speed and are running at full speed 
most of the time, the constant volume fan is more 
efficient than the variable volume running at that 
speed. 

IMPLICATIONS 
The preceding discussion and arguments raise two 
inevitable questions: What is the meaning of BEP 
simulation results in early design? Of what use are 
such simulation results? 
Properly conceived and executed BEP simulation 
illustrates possible performance of the future building 
– nothing more, unless the building is constructed and 
operated exactly according to how it was modeled and 
simulated.  Results of simulation for which arbitrary 
data are used (which by definition is the case when 
the goal is to predict the total building energy 
consumption in early design) are just as arbitrary as 
some of the used data. 
 

 

 
Figure 6 – Diagram of the process that creates and executes BEP simulation 

 
Creation of data input for BEP simulation is an 
elaborate process (Figure 6), regardless of the size 
and complexity of the modeled building. Architects 
and engineers generate original data that are the 
objects of their professional disciplines and their data 
sets reflect views of buildings that reflect their 
disciplines’ understanding, concerns and conventions. 
If such original data are to be used in BEP simulation, 
the discipline data sets must be converted into 
content, form and format of a building’s thermal view 
(Bazjanac 2009). Additional data that are not in 
original data sets of professional disciplines, 
including weather data and run control settings, are 
added before the simulation is executed. Eventually, 

simulation results are evaluated and analyzed looking 
for specific answers. 
It is obvious that, given multiple modelers modeling 
separately the same building using the same tools, the 
result will be the definition of as many thermal views 
of the same building, different additional simulation 
data sets, run control definitions, simulation results, 
analyses of results and specific answers as the number 
of modelers participating in such exercise 
(Krishnamurti 2010). 
This poses what we call the “owner’s dilemma:” 
Which modeler does the client choose to continue the 
modeling and simulation? How does the owner or 
client make a decision? Does he or she select the 
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author of the lowest energy consumption estimate? Or 
the modeler with the lowest cost of service? The 
modeler with the best reputation? Or the one who 
promises the shortest simulation execution, analysis 
and findings delivery schedules? 
Perhaps the most significant implication of modeling 
BEP simulation in early design is that the modeler 
inevitably becomes the unofficial building designer 
for the simulation. The modeler is forced to make 
building design decisions – these are the arbitrary 
data discussed above – he or she is not legally 
responsible for. In wrong hands and without the  
necessary understanding, such data, design decisions 
and predictions of performance can acquire an aura of 
invincibility with all the likely undesirable future 
repercussions (NYT 2009). 

POSSIBLE REMEDIES 
Acknowledging problems with using data in BEP 
simulation, some authors have suggested alternative 
approaches to the identification, generation and 
acquisition of BEP simulation input. These 
approaches attempt to avoid  the generation and use 
of improvised and inappropriately defined data can 
invalidate results of simulation Two approaches 
appear more promising than others: a) stochastic 
simulation that will reduce data uncertainty to risk, 
and b) the automation of BEP simulation input data 
acquisition and transformation. 

Stochastic data and simulation 
Ideas how to better deal with uncertainties in BEP 
data formulation started emerging in late 20th century. 
One of the promising ideas was to include stochastic 
features in BEP simulation to model risk associated 
with building and occupancy related data definitions. 
Macdonald and collaborators provide an in-depth 
analysis of methods that estimate data uncertainty and 
show how a structure for uncertainty analyses was 
implemented in ESP-r BEP simulation software 
(Macdonald et al. 1999, ESRU 1997). They also 
identify some of the limitations of the methods of 
analysis, as well as some of the difficulties in their 
implementation.  Of particular interest here is their 
observation that stochastic databases are much larger 
and are more difficult to define than deterministic 
databases for the same building. 
Since virtually all contemporary commercially 
available BEP simulation engines are deterministic in 
concept, stochastic simulation software will have to 
employ quite different internal architectures and 
different database structures. Stochastic simulation 
requires probability distributions to define stochastic 
events; such distributions largely do not yet exist for 
buildings. 
Stochastic BEP simulation software will have to 
employ the Monte Carlo technique in its execution, 
and will require large numbers of simulation runs to 
form a meaningful base of results needed for valid 
statistical analysis. This will extend simulation run 

times, an already critical factor when dealing with 
large buildings. 

Automated or semi-automated data generation 
Robertson and Perera discussed the importance of 
simulation data, data sources and data input 
methodologies (Robertson and Perera 2002). They 
proposed to automate some of the standard manual 
data acquisition processes by using Corporate 
Business Systems as the simulation data source. 
LBNL Methodology for Semi-Automated simulation 
(Bazjanac 2008) emphasizes automation of data 
acquisition in BEP simulation. It relies on the use of 
original information contained in architects’ drawings, 
HVAC design documents, manufacturers’ equipment 
performance data, building programs or briefs, 
applicable codes and standards, etc. It also relies on 
necessary data transformation performed per rules 
embedded in software.  The methodology is based on 
the IFC data model of buildings (bSI 2007) and the 
use of IFC-based building information models (BIM). 
It deploys EnergyPlus as the simulation engine (DOE 
2010). The implementation of this methodology 
requires the use of three software modules: 1) 
Building Geometry (Bazjanac 2010), 2) HVAC 
design (under development at LBNL), and 3) Building 
Loads and Operations.  The first module is already 
operational, the second is under development, and the 
third is planned for the future. This methodology can 
also be used with other BEP simulation engines, 
including future engines that will be able to simulate 
the performance if innovative building designs and 
systems. 

CONCLUSION 
One should always use “whole building” annual 
simulation to predict the energy performance of a 
building.  If simulating the performance of individual 
or grouped building elements or features, one can use 
other kinds of simulation tools. But one should never 
think that results of such simulation represent reliable 
overall prediction of the building’s energy 
performance – only results of “whole building” 
simulation can attempt to do that. 
Questionable or unreliable results of simulation may 
have informative or educational value, but have no 
reliable predictive value. Basing design decisions, or 
any kind of other decisions and proclamations on such 
results can only lead to eventual disappointment and 
embarrassment. 
Consequently, using BEP simulation in early design 
to claim LEED points for building energy efficiency 
in the assessment of sustainability of the future 
building (USGBC 2011) can only lead to unrealistic 
overall LEED rating.  In the calculation of LEED 
points one should not use BEP simulation results that 
are based on very early design data.  If used, the 
consumer of LEED reports should be explicitly made 
aware of the need to question the validity of the 
reported BEP data. 
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Given insufficient available information about the 
building, and design decisions critical to a building’s 
energy performance yet to be made, one should focus 
in early design on simulating specific well 
documented issues and/or features. Building 
designers usually consider from the very beginning of 
the design and in great detail a few issues that have 
considerable energy performance implications. They 
can typically provide sufficient meaningful design 
information the modeler needs to define a useful 
modeling scenario that can help solve the issue by 
providing the comparison of performance of specific 
plausible alternative solutions (as illustrated in the 
comparison of daylighting alternatives in the 
daylighting modeling scenario above that would use 
only original data). Helping designers properly solve 
specific problems in early design that later affect the 
building’s energy performance is more useful than 
wildly guessing the overall energy performance. 
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